
Welcome everyone!
Running the 2023 RSR in ARIES

Before we start…
• Please mute your audio lines
• Enter your Name and Agency in the Chat window
• Feel free to ask questions in Chat during presentation
• Live Q&A after the presentation
• Presentation and Q&A will be recorded
• Slides and video recording will be available
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone to the webinar: “Running the 2023 RSR in ARIES”I’m Chris Paular, Research Scientist with the Care Evaluation and Monitoring Section, at the California State Office of AIDS.



What is the RSR?

• Annual client and services data report required by the Health 
Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), HIV/AIDS Bureau (HAB)

• Components
1. Recipient Report
2. Provider Report
3. Client-level Data Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the RSR?The Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program Services Report (RSR) is a client-level data reporting requirement that monitors the characteristics of Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program Parts recipients, providers, and clients served.  All Program-funded recipients Parts A-D and their contracted service providers (or sub-recipients) are required to report client-level data annually to the HIV/AIDS Bureau (HAB) through the RSR.The RSR is made up of three components…The Recipient Report, which is completed by recipients who administer RW grants; for Part B, that is us, the State Office of AIDS.The Provider Report, which is completed by all agencies who provided services funded by RW.  Info, such as the agencies’ funding sources, services provided, staffing, etc. is hand-entered into HRSA’s web system by the agency.And finally, the Client-level Data Report, which is the XML file that contains deidentified data on clients’ demographics, medical info, labs, services, etc.  This file is uploaded to HRSA’s web system by each agency.



Contents
• General information on ARIES and the RSR
• How to run the 2023 RSR Client-level Data Report in 

ARIES
• How to obtain data in ARIES for the RSR Provider 

Report
• HRSA Electronic Handbook (EHB) Tips
• Timeline and resources
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In today’s webinar, we’ll cover the following items:General ARIES and RSR info.Running the RSR client level data report in ARIES.How to gather data in ARIES for the Provider Report.Tips for HRSA’s electronic handbook.And finally, the timeline and resources for your RSR.



General information on ARIES and the 
RSR
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• Required RSR data in ARIES 
• ARIES contracts setups
• New updates in ARIES for the RSR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, we’ll look at the required RSR data in ARIES, contract setups, and what’s new in ARIES for this year’s RSR…



Required RSR data in ARIES 

• Fields with a big, red asterisk (*) are required for the RSR
• CDC Disease Stage is required for all clients; but other fields on the 

Medical screens are only for Outpatient Ambulatory/Health Services 
clients
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What data are required for the RSR?In ARIES, required data elements are marked with a big red asterisk.  You’ll notice them on the various “Edit”/data entry screens.During the course of the year, these should be entered into ARIES.On the Medical screens, CDC Disease Stage is required for all clients; the other fields with big red asterisks on the Medical screens are only required for clinics providing Outpatient Ambulatory Health Services.



Required RSR data in ARIES: HCP Minimum 
Data Set
• Available here: https://projectaries.org/wp-

content/uploads/2021/12/HCP-Minimum-Data-_2021.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The HCP Minimum Dataset lists the fields in ARIES, by tab location, that meet our Ryan White Part B data requirements.  There is also a column for RSR-required fields.You can find it on our projectaries website through the link on the screen.

https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/HCP-Minimum-Data-_2021.pdf
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/HCP-Minimum-Data-_2021.pdf


ARIES contracts setups: Funded and Eligible 
“flags” determine clients on RSR
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In ARIES, Contract setups determine which Services (and hence, which Clients) are reported on the RSR.RW-Funded, Related, and Eligible services are determined by “flags,” which are controlled by the highlighted checkboxes on the Contract Edit screen.Related funding refers to program income or pharmaceutical rebates received by an agency as a result of RW direct funding.  For example, a Part A recipient might fund a local pharmaceutical assistance program, receive rebates from drug manufacturers as a result of that RW funding, and reinvest those rebates into HIV services (such as Outreach or Oral Health). Those services are considered Related funding and are now required to be reported on the RSR.Please note: all contracts are RW-Eligible, only the ARIES Help Desk can change the RW-Related flag, and no contract can be both RW-Related AND RW-Funded.



ARIES contracts setups: ARIES Policy Notice 
D1 (APND1)
• Found here: https://projectaries.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/APN-D1.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ARIES Policy Notice D1 describes the rules and procedures for setting up contracts in ARIES.It also features a table with common contracts by program, naming convention, along with Funded, Related, and Eligible flag suggestions.If your agency has RW-related, or program-related income, you might want to check to see if your ARIES contracts reflect this.

https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/APN-D1.pdf
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/APN-D1.pdf


ARIES contracts setups: Contract Setup 
Report (APND1)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To check your contracts’ flags, please run the report named: “Contract Setup (APND1)” on the Management Reports screen.To obtain info on contracts that cover both the 2023 RSR and current contracts, set the Contract End Date filter to “After” “12/31/2022”Click “Report”



ARIES contracts setups: Contract Setup 
Report (APND1) (cont.)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The report will list your contracts by Funding Source and Contract Name, along with the Funded, Related, and Eligible flags; info on the contracts’ ACE module availability and Service Hierarchy utilized are also on the report.If you need the RW-Related flag edited, or if you need any other contract adjustments, please contact either your local Administrative Agency or the ARIES Help Desk.Please note: agencies that only use RW-Related funding for administration and/or clinical quality management do not need to take any action.  Since these expenditures do not result in direct client services, they are not part of the RSR Client-Level Data Report.



New updates

• Two new validations for 2023 RSR
• Virally Suppressed client with no or missing ART - NOTE: client must have a 

Highly Active Anti-retroviral Therapy (HAART) (Triple Therapy) record in the 
ART Type table that covers 2023

• Newly diagnosed client with missing or backdated OAHS Linkage Date –
NOTE: client must have Date HIV Positive and HIV Test Dates entered on the 
Basic Medical screen
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HAB has added two new validation warnings for this year’s RSR.The first one identifies virally suppressed clients with no or missing Antiretroviral Therapy.  This means that the client’s most-recent VL test within the reporting period is less than 200, but their ART data are “No” or Missing.  As a reminder, to count on the RSR as being prescribed ART, the client must have a Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART) (Triple Therapy) record in the ART Type table that covers all or part of 2023.The second validation looks for newly diagnosed clients with missing or a backdated Outpatient Ambulatory Health Services linkage date.  This means that the client is diagnosed with HIV during the reporting period, but their first OAHS is Missing or outside the reporting period.  To accurately capture client’s diagnosis during the reporting period, please make sure the Date First HIV Positive and HIV Test Dates are entered on the Medical tab, Basic Medical subtab in ARIES.Clients with these validations will appear on the ARIES RSR Validation Report, which we’ll show you later in this presentation.



How to run the 2023 RSR Client-level 
Data Report in ARIES
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• Open the ARIES 2023 RSR
• Select report filters
• Verify RSR data
• Export the RSR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, we’re going to demonstrate how to run the RSR in ARIES, which will provide summary data for your agency, and generate the client-level XML file.Running the RSR in ARIES involves 4 steps: opening the RSR, selecting report filters, verifying the data, and exporting the RSR.



Open the RSR
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Navigate to the Reports tab and click on Compliance reports 

2023 RSR is on top of Compliance Reports page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, navigate to the Compliance Reports screen and click on the report link.  This should be the first report listed on the screen.



Select report filters: Agency Note for Administrative Agencies: 

To run an RSR for an individual 
service agency, you will need to 
emulate the agency first, and then 
run the RSR
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ARIES will bring you to the report filters screen.Verify that your agency name appears as the Agency or Administrative Agency.Please note that if you are an ARIES Administrative Agency that manages multiple service agencies, and if you want to run a report for a specific service agency, you’ll need to emulate that service agency and then run their RSR.



Select report filters: Reporting Period
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Reporting Period, select “1/1/2023 – 12/31/2023”



Select report filters: ARIES ID
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leave the ARIES ID field blank to report on all clients.If needed, you can run the RSR for a particular client by entering their ARIES ID here; this can be helpful in resolving data reporting problems.



Select report filters: Include Medical Data
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Validation Report will list Alerts, Warnings, and Errors in your RSR.Include Medical Data affects only the Validation Report.Select “Yes” if your agency is funded by RW to provide Outpatient/Ambulatory Health Services.If not, select “No” and the Validation Report will ignore the validations related to Clinical Data.



Select report filters: Sort By
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use the Sort By dropdown to select whether you want the Validation Report to be sorted by Client or Data Element.  Sorting by Client will list the alerts, warnings, and errors for all data elements that may need attention by client.  These data elements will be listed together in one row or cell.Sorting by Data Element will list each data element that triggers a validation in separate rows or cells for each client.  This format allows you to export the information to Microsoft Excel and sort by data elements.  Selecting Client may be helpful for agencies that have one staff person who enters all data for clients.



Select report filters: Data Elements
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Selecting particular Data Elements may be helpful for agencies that assign a staff person to enter specific data elements such as lab tests, demographics, etc. for all clients.  The default is All Elements.



Click Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Click the Report button.  ARIES will generate the Summary Report, RSR Validation Report, and Completeness Rates Report.These reports run concurrently and will display one right after the other on the same page.It may take several minutes to generate the RSR……so please be patient!!!



Summary Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ARIES will bring you to the Results screen.At the top, you’ll find the Summary Report, which provides aggregate- or summary-level frequencies of your data, such as basic demographics, Health Coverage, Services info, etc.



Validation Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scrolling down, you’ll find the RSR Validation Report.This report lists client records by Staff person and each of the three levels of validation…The first level is Alerts, which mean that HAB wants you to check the data for accuracy; the data can still be uploaded to HRSA as-are, however, and no explanation needs to be provided.Warnings mean that HAB wants you to check the data for accuracy and correct them; if you cannot correct the data, HAB requires you to submit an explanation in the HRSA web system before the data are accepted.And Errors mean that HAB wants you to correct the data; your XML file will not be accepted unless the data are corrected—note: you should not see any Errors on your RSR, as there are logic checks and business rules in ARIES in place when you enter your data that prevent RSR errors from occurring.Within each Alert and Warning cell there is a brief description that will help you correct the data as needed.



Validation Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can click on the Client name to open the client record in question.Once in a client’s record, you can navigate to the specific data element or elements to verify and/or update the data.



Completeness Rates Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scrolling all the way to the bottom, you’ll find the Completeness Rates report.This report lists each of the RSR data elements along with the percent of clients with known values for that data element.



Completeness Rates Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the Clients with “Unknown” Value Reported and Clients with No Value Reported columns, you’ll find client number values that are hyperlinked—clicking on these links will show the lists of clients with either “Unknown” or No value, which you can use to open those clients’ ARIES records and perhaps enter their missing data.



Completeness Rates Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, here are the clients missing Sex at Birth.  ARIES will open a separate window, so you won’t need to re-run the RSR.



Select Frequently Asked Questions: ART data 
entry
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• RSR Prescribed ART is pulled from ART Type, not Anti-retroviral Drugs.

• Please note only “Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART) 
(Triple Therapy)” in the ART Type will be reported as Prescribed ART 
in the RSR.

*Biktarvy has three active ingredients and “HAART (Triple Therapy)” should be selected in ART Type.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A frequently asked question we receive is: Why does the Completeness Rates Report show my client as “No Value Reported” for the Prescribed ART data element?  ARIES already shows that client is on Biktarvy. The answer is that the Prescribed ART data element on the RSR is answered by the ART Type section, not the Anti-Retroviral Drugs section.  To add a new or update an existing ART Type record, go to the ART subtab under the Medications tab, and click edit.  If the client has been prescribed ART, select Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART) (Triple Therapy) and enter the Start Date, and if applicable, End Dates.



Select Frequently Asked Questions : Insurance 
Reporting
• Every client on the RSR needs to have an insurance record entered in ARIES 

that covers the RSR reporting period
• Uninsured clients need to have a Source and Type = “No Insurance” record 

entered

• For instructions on how to enter insurance data, please see the Insurance 
Work Aid: https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/ARIES-
Insurance-Documentation_Final-Work-Aid.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another frequent inquiry we receive relates to insurance data entry.Every client on your RSR needs to have an insurance record entered in ARIES that covers the RSR reporting period—even clients who don’t have insurance coverage.Uninsured clients on your RSR need to have entries of “No Insurance” for both the Source and Type fields.For more details on how to enter insurance data in ARIES, please see the linked Insurance Work Aid.

https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/ARIES-Insurance-Documentation_Final-Work-Aid.pdf
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/ARIES-Insurance-Documentation_Final-Work-Aid.pdf


Select Frequently Asked Questions : HIV-neg/unk
Client with ONLY Core Medical Services

• HIV-neg/unk clients should not receive core medical services. Please 
double check and update client’s HIV status/CDC Disease Stage in 
ARIES. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the Validation Report, we have a Warning message that reads “HIV-negative/unknown client with ONLY Core Medical Services”Some background on this Warning: our office had corresponded with HRSA’s technical assistance team and were told we should not include core medical services for clients without an HIV-positive status on the RSR.  We learned that in most cases core medical services are not truly provided to non-HIV-positive clients.  Rather, they are typically data entry errors, or clients missing HIV status.  Therefore, ARIES removes their core medical services in the XML file and generates this warning message to remind providers to check these clients’ HIV status in ARIES.In previous RSRs the message read “Client received no services”—which, of course, wasn’t very clear!So hopefully this newer message can help direct you to HIV-negative or unknown clients who only have medical services entered, to possibly correct their data.



Select Frequently Asked Questions : Pediatric 
Indeterminate (PI) Clients in ARIES
• PI clients are infants under 2 years of age born to HIV-positive mother 

whose HIV status cannot be determined
• Clinical data are not required for PI clients who receive Outpatient 

Ambulatory Health Services (OAHS), but may be submitted
• ARIES will now include clinical data for PI clients, except for:

• ART Therapy
• Syphilis Screening
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pediatric Indeterminate, or PI clients, are infants under 2 years of age born to an HIV-positive mother, and whose HIV status cannot be determined.  PI clients are eligible for OAHS.  For HIV+ clients over 2 years of age who received OAHS, Clinical Data (or data elements #47 and higher on the RSR) are required, but for PI clients receiving OAHS, Clinical Data are not required but may be submitted. In the past, ARIES did not include Clinical Data for PI clients, which led to some problems with data validation.  Now, ARIES does include selected Clinical Data for PI clients.  The data elements not reported are ART Therapy and Syphilis Screening.  Per HAB’s definition, Syphilis Screening is only reported for clients 18 years of age or older.  Generally, ART Therapy is not prescribed for an infant until the infant is confirmed to be HIV+, at which time the client is no longer Indeterminate.



Select Frequently Asked Questions : Vital 
Status on the RSR
• ARIES now shows clients’ 

Agency Enrollment history, 
which is used to calculate Vital 
Status on the RSR
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ARIES Agency Status RSR Vital Status

Active, Disenrolled, 
Discharged

Alive

Reported Deceased, 
Confirmed Deceased

Deceased

All other values Unknown

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the most frequently asked questions we receive at the ARIES Help Desk is “how do I update clients’ Vital Status on the RSR?”In ARIES, the Vital Status RSR measure comes from the Agency Status field (on the Demographics/Agency Specifics screen).  In ARIES, if Status is "Active", "Disenrolled", or "Discharged", the Vital Status is Alive.  If Status is "Reported Deceased" or "Confirmed Deceased", the client is reported as Deceased.  Otherwise, the client is reported as Unknown.To help, we’ve added an Enrollment Status History table in ARIES to help show the source of the client’s Vital Status; the most-recent Enrollment Status is what’s used to calculate the Vital Status on the RSR.This is a complicated issue!  So if you still have questions about Vital Status, please contact the ARIES Help Desk.
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Please note: Re-run your RSR if data were 
updated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please note: if you updated your ARIES data after running your RSR, you will need to run your RSR again for your updates reflect on your report.



Export the RSR
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you scroll back to the top of the Results screen, you’ll find the RSR Export button, which will generate the client-level XML file that will need to be saved to your computer and uploaded to HRSA’s web system.If you’re having trouble with saving the XML file, you might need to contact your local IT office to see if your network allows files to be downloaded from ARIES.



How to obtain data in ARIES for 
the RSR Provider Report
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• Clients by ZIP
• Opioid-use Treatment
• HIV Counseling & Testing (HC&T)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, we’ll show you how to obtain data in ARIES for the following sections of the Provider Report:Clients by ZIP, Opioid-use Treatment, and HIV Counseling and Testing.



Provider Report: Clients by ZIP Code
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the Provider Report, HAB asks for the number of clients served by ZIP code of residence.For details, please refer to the current RSR Instruction Manual.These data can be found in the Summary Report in the ARIES RSR.



Scroll down to Clients Served by Zip Code table; enter data in 
Provider Report

Scroll down

RSR Provider Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the RSR Results screen, scroll down until you see the table Clients Served by ZIP Code.  You can use this table to hand-enter the data into the HRSA web system.



Or, you can upload your ZIP Code of 
Residence data
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For further details, please see the RSR Instruction Manual (linked later in this 
presentation)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also upload your Clients by ZIP Code data instead of hand-entering them.In the HRSA web system, there is a link to the template file on the Clients by ZIP Code page that you can download to see the appropriate formatting for your upload ZIP Code file.Please see the RSR Instruction Manual and the EHB for further details.



Provider Report: Opioid-use Treatment
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also in the Provider Report, HAB asks for information on your agency’s staff and clients relating to opioid-use treatment.Question number 6 asks for the number of RW-eligible clients treated with MAT during the calendar year.  We created a report in ARIES to help you provide this information…



Run the report: “RSR Provider Report for 2023 
– Clients on MAT – Summary” in ARIES
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In ARIES, go to the Management Reports page, scroll towards the bottom, and run the report named “RSR Provider Report for 2023 – Clients on MAT – Summary”Enter the following filters: Service Start Date Between 1/1/2023 and 12/31/2023; and Other Medication Start Date Before 12/31/2023And the report will return the number of clients on MAT during the calendar year.  You can use this value to answer question 6 on the Opioid Treatment section of the Provider Report on HRSA’s web system.



Run the report: “RSR Provider Report for 2023 
– Clients on MAT – Client List” in ARIES

• MAT Job Aid: https://projectaries.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/12/2021-MAT-report-1.pdf 41

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also created a report that lists all clients served with their MAT data.  This report acts much like a “fix-it” report; clients with MAT data will have the word “MAT” next to their name; if the “MAT” column is blank for a client, that means the client did not receive MAT.For details on what data are considered for MAT, please see our MAT work aid found on our projectaries website.

https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2021-MAT-report-1.pdf
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2021-MAT-report-1.pdf


Provider Report: HC&T Information
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For agencies that utilize RW funding for HIV Counseling and Testing activities, HRSA requires you to fill out the “HC&T Information” section on the Provider Report.For details, please refer to the current RSR Instruction Manual.There are 5 questions in this section, as listed above.In ARIES, there is an ad-hoc report that can help you determine the data needed to complete this section…



Open the “HIV Counseling & Testing 
Summary” report in ARIES

Scroll down
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In ARIES, under Management Reports, find the report named “HIV Counseling & Testing Summary.”  It should be towards the bottom of the page.Note the instructions in the report description.This report will provide a client/encounter-level report from ARIES and ACE (or the Anonymous Client Encounter module) that you’ll need to bring into an Excel template to calculate the totals for each question on the Provider Report.



Select filters; click Export
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, run the ARIES report.In the Report Filter Values screen, select the date range “Between” “1/1/2023 and 12/31/2023.”And make sure you have enough records displayed for the number of tests you performed during the calendar year.Click Export.



Save in .csv format; download the data
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the Export Results screen, select the “Text, comma-separated” format, and click Export.When the report is ready, click Download.  Save the file to a secure location.



Open .csv file; copy data
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open the file you just saved.  It will likely open in Excel as a CSV file.Highlight columns A through G.Copy these data to the clipboard (either by clicking Ctrl + C, or right click and Copy)



Open Excel template file “Counseling & 
Testing Summary.xlsx”

Counseling & Testing Summary.xlsx

To obtain:
ARIES Help Desk
aries@cdph.ca.gov
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open the Excel template spreadsheet named “Counseling & Testing Summary.xlsx”You can obtain this spreadsheet by contacting the ARIES Help Desk.Please read the instructions on the tab “Instructions and Results”

mailto:aries@cdph.ca.gov


Go to Data tab; paste data from .csv file
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Go to the Data tab.In cell A1, paste the data you’ve copied to the clipboard (either by clicking Ctrl + V, or right click and Paste)



Go to Instructions and Results tab; data 
calculates
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Go back to the Instructions and Results tab.You’ll notice that the data in the top section are now calculated.



Enter data from Excel template into Provider 
Report 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can now use these data to answer questions 9-12 on the Provider Report on HRSA’s web system.



HRSA Electronic Handbook (EHB) Tips
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• RSR Web System Access 
• Uploads
• RSR submission, review, acceptance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And now, onto tips for HRSA’s Electronic Handbook…



Accessing the RSR Web System in the HRSA 
EHB
• Accessing the RSR Web System differs depending on type of agency; 

please see the 2023 RSR Manual: 
https://targethiv.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/2023-
10/2023_RSR_Manual.pdf

• Providers who are also RWHAP Recipients – receive RWHAP or EHE awards 
directly from HRSA; see page 31

• Provider-only agencies – do not receive funding directly from HRSA; see page 
33

• New two-factor authentication login process. For details, please see 
the EHB Wiki Help page at: 
https://help.hrsa.gov/display/public/EHBSKBFG/EHBs+Login+Process
+Overview+for+External+User
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HRSA has updated the processes for accessing the RSR Web System in the EHB…First, please download the RSR Manual via the first link on the screen.For providers who are also RW funding recipients directly from HRSA, please see the instructions on page 31 of the Manual; for provider-only agencies, please see page 33.HRSA has also implemented a new two-factor authentication login process.  For details, please see the EHB Wiki Help page at the second link on the screen.

https://targethiv.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/2023-10/2023_RSR_Manual.pdf
https://targethiv.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/2023-10/2023_RSR_Manual.pdf
https://help.hrsa.gov/display/public/EHBSKBFG/EHBs+Login+Process+Overview+for+External+User
https://help.hrsa.gov/display/public/EHBSKBFG/EHBs+Login+Process+Overview+for+External+User


EHB Tips: Uploads

• If you need to re-upload your data to fix an issue from the initial 
upload, don’t forget to clear data from your initial uploaded files first
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00000

00000

00000

User Email Address

User Email Address

User Email Address

File Name 1

File Name 2

File Name 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HRSA has noted that several subrecipients last year had multiple files that are close to identical.  It's always a best practice to clear clients before uploading new files and appended files.



EHB Tips: RSR Submission, Review, and 
Acceptance

• If you are 
responsible for 
reviewing and 
accepting other 
providers’ RSRs, 
leave a detailed 
comment when 
accepting. Note 
who you are 
reviewing and 
accepting for
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Person’s Name
Person’s Name

Organization Name

Chris Kent, Specialist at Office of AIDS, has reviewed for Part B

000000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During the last stages of the RSR submission process, it can be difficult to untangle which of an organizations’ funders have already reviewed and accepted, and which still need to do so. It is much easier to identify outstanding reviewers if we note which fund we are reviewing for in our acceptance comment. Your acceptance comment will be clearly listed on the “Action History” page. 



Funders’ review

EHB Tips: RSR Submission, Review, and 
Acceptance
• Remember: After submitting your RSR, all of your funders will need to review 

your report in order to get it into “Submitted” status.
• Example: If you are funded by Part C, Part A, and Part B, all 3 funders must review and accept 

your RSR report:
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“Submitted” 
Status

Part 
A

Part 
B

Part 
C

Your 
RSR

Submitted Accepted

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you have submitted your RSR for review, you will still need to help shepherd your report through the review process.  All your funders will need to review and accept your RSR in order to get your report into “Submitted” status.For example: if you are funded by Part C, Part A, and Part B, all 3 funders must review and accept your RSR report.Upon review, your RSR might be returned to you to fix your data and/or provide explanations.  Once these issues are addressed, you’ll need to resubmit your RSR and obtain confirmation from the EHB that all of your funders have approved your RSR.



Timeline and resources
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• Key dates and deadlines
• RSR technical assistance grid
• Additional resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally, we’ll cover this year’s timeline for your RSR, along with some helpful resources…



Key Dates and Deadlines
Date Recipients Subrecipients/Providers

January 5, 2024 The 2023 RSR is available in ARIES for users to access.

January 31, 2024
11 AM to 12 PM (PST)

HAB will present step-by-step instructions on completing the 2023 RSR Provider Report in the RSR Web 
System. Visit: https://targethiv.org/category/event-type/trainingtechnical-assistance-event

February 5, 2024 All RSR Recipient Reports must be in "Certified" 
status. After this deadline, Recipients must contact 
Ryan White Data Support to certify or to make 
changes to their RSR Recipient Reports.

The RSR Web System opens for providers to begin 
work on their RSR Provider Reports and upload their 
Client-level Data Reports (XML files).

February 7, 2024
11 AM to 12 PM (PST)

HAB will present a demonstration of various reports available in the RSR Web System at upload to check and 
improve data quality for the 2023 RSR submission. Visit: https://targethiv.org/category/event-
type/trainingtechnical-assistance-event

March 4, 2024 Unless your Recipient provides an earlier deadline, 
this is the target deadline for the submission of all RSR 
Provider Reports and Client‐Level Data Reports. RSR 
Provider Reports must be in “Review” or “Submitted” 
status.

March 18, 2024 Last day for Recipients to return RSR Provider Reports 
and Client‐Level Data Reports to providers for 
changes or corrections.

March 25, 2024 All RSRs must be in "Submitted" status by 3 PM (PST).
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Here are the Key Dates and Deadlines for your 2023 RSR…For all providers, unless your Recipient sets an earlier deadline, the target date for all reports to be in “Review” or “Submitted” status is March 4th.The last day HRSA allows corrections and changes to reports is March 18th, and finally, the HRSA web system closes at 3:00 pm on March 25th—AND historically, HRSA’s system slows down as the end of March arrives, so please don’t wait until the last minute!!!

https://targethiv.org/category/event-type/trainingtechnical-assistance-event
https://targethiv.org/category/event-type/trainingtechnical-assistance-event
https://targethiv.org/category/event-type/trainingtechnical-assistance-event


RSR Technical Assistance Grid
Resource If you are … … contact when you need assistance with…

Ryan White Data Support

1-888-640-9356
ryanwhitedatasupport@wrma.com

A Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program recipient, 
subrecipient, or provider (any Part)

• Obtaining your agency registration code Interpreting the 2023 RSR 
Instruction Manual and HAB’s reporting requirements

• Understanding specific data validation checks
• Completing the RSR Recipient or Provider Reports
• Checking the status of your RSR in the EHB

EHBs Customer Support Center

1-877-464-4772
www.hrsa.gov/about/contact/ehbhelp.aspx

A Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program recipient, 
subrecipient, or provider (any Part)

• Creating an account for the RSR Web System
• Logging into the RSR Web System
• Navigating and using the RSR Web System
• Uploading the XML file to the RSR Web System

ARIES Help Desk

aries@cdph.ca.gov

An ARIES user • Generating your RSR in ARIES
• Using the RSR Validation Report or Completeness Rates Report in 

ARIES
• Exporting your XML file from ARIES
• Creating RHWAP-Related Funded contracts

HIV Care Program Advisors

Contact your assigned advisor at the State Office of 
AIDS

HIV Care Program (Part B) subrecipients or providers 
only 

• Obtaining your agency registration code
• Checking the status of your RSR in the EHB

TargetHIV

www.targethiv.org
Click on Library > Data Reporting > RSR

A Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program recipient, 
subrecipient, or provider (any Part)

• Accessing the 2023 RSR Instruction Manual, data definitions, 
important notices, dates to remember
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Because the RSR is a complex report with several components and various team members responsible for it, there are different resources available for your specific issues.This is the RSR Technical Assistance Grid; it identifies the specific Resource available for your issue, depending on (1) who you are and (2) what assistance you need.For example, if you are a RW Program Recipient (for any Part), who needs assistance with a specific validation check on your RSR, you can contact Ryan White Data Support.Or, if you’re an HCP/Part B Provider, and you need to obtain your registration code, please contact your HCP Program Advisor.

mailto:ryanwhitedatasupport@wrma.com
http://www.hrsa.gov/about/contact/ehbhelp.aspx
mailto:aries@cdph.ca.gov
http://www.targethiv.org/


Additional Resources

• RSR Instruction Manual: https://targethiv.org/library/rsr-manual

• ARIES Newsletter:
• https://projectaries.org/wp-

content/uploads/2024/01/ARIESAdvisorNewsletter2024-01.pdf
• Or available on the ARIES login screen

• Projectaries: www.projectaries.org
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Most folks are familiar with the RSR Instruction Manual—this is HRSA’s handbook that explains the reporting requirements, data definitions, and reporting instructions for the RSR.And as with every year, we’ve published an ARIES Newsletter featuring this year’s RSR that includes most of the content in this webinar, plus some additional items, such as the full RSR FAQ.And please visit our projectaries website for other useful resources.

https://targethiv.org/library/rsr-manual
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/ARIESAdvisorNewsletter2024-01.pdf
https://projectaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/ARIESAdvisorNewsletter2024-01.pdf
http://www.projectaries.org/


HIV Care Connect (HCC) – Fall 2023!
• The ARIES system will be replaced with a new and improved system, HIV Care 

Connect (HCC), in April 2024.
• Continue to use ARIES. You will receive detailed instructions on how to migrate to 

the new system and stop using ARIES.
• Training for users will be provided in early Spring 2024 to prepare them to 

successfully navigate and utilize the new system.
• OA will provide regular updates on our progress in designing the new system. 

These Data System Notices will be e-mailed to ARIES end users and posted at: 
www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/doa/pages/oa_hiv_data_systems.aspx

• Your Agency will receive communications directly from the State Office of AIDS, 
and/or your grant recipient, related to agency set up in the new system, data 
migration, training, and other activities.

• To see a first look of HCC: https://vimeo.com/860309596
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As you probably know by now, we’ll soon be replacing ARIES with a new system, HIV Care Connect, or “HCC”The switch will occur in April 2024.  And we’ll be releasing HCC training materials in early Spring.Please see our CDPH data systems page for the latest updates on the HCC, including a recently updated frequently asked questions document.We also posted the HCC “first look” video, which you can view via the link on the screen.In the mean time, please continue to use ARIES.  Our office, or your grant recipient, will provide regular updates on our progress, including detailed instructions to each agency on the migration process from ARIES to the HCC.

http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/doa/pages/oa_hiv_data_systems.aspx%C2%A0
https://vimeo.com/860309596


Thank you!
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Thank you for attending today’s webinar!
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Questions?
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